Underline the Adjectives

Section 1 Directions: Underline all the adjectives in each sentence. Write the noun that is modified by at least one adjective.

1. ____________ Sometimes, we imagine little monsters that are vicious and mean.
2. ____________ Goblins might be mischievous or want to play.
3. ____________ In fairy tales, there are hungry giants that eat people.
4. ____________ An ugly, wrinkled witch is considered a monster by some.
5. ____________ Werewolves are changeable and dangerous.

Section 2 Directions: Underline all adjectives in each sentence and circle the noun they modify.

1. Soccer is fast and exciting.
2. Football has defensive teams and offensive teams.
3. Sometimes the weather is cold and snowy when people snowboard.
4. Skiing is exhilarating and dangerous.
5. You need a strong, muscular body to be good at sports.
6. A favorite sport of Americans is baseball, which has a grassy outfield.
7. Athletes need nutritious foods and healthy snacks.
8. Sports are beneficial and fun.
9. You need great reflexes and an agile body to study martial arts.
10. People who play tennis wear white clothes to reflect the hot sun.
Section 1 Directions: Underline all the adjectives in each sentence. Write the noun that is modified by at least one adjective.

1. ____________ Monsters____ Sometimes, we imagine little monsters that are vicious and mean.
2. ____________ Goblins____ Goblins might be mischievous or want to play.
3. ____________ Giants____ In fairy tales, there are hungry giants that eat people.
4. ____________ Witch____ An ugly, wrinkled witch is considered a monster by some.
5. ____________ Werewolves____ Werewolves are changeable and dangerous.

Section 2 Directions: Underline all adjectives in each sentence and circle the noun they modify.

1. ____________ Soccer____ is fast and exciting.
2. Football has ____________ defensive teams and offensive teams.
3. Sometimes the ____________ weather is cold and snowy when people snowboard.
4. ____________ Skiing____ is exhilarating and dangerous.
5. You need a ____________ strong, muscular body to be good at sports.
6. A ____________ favorite sport of Americans is baseball, which has a ____________ grassy outfield.
7. Athletes need ____________ nutritious foods and ____________ healthy snacks.
8. ____________ Sports____ are beneficial and fun.
9. You need great ____________ reflexes and an ____________ agile body to study martial arts.
10. People who play tennis wear ____________ white clothes to reflect the ____________ hot sun.